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• approximately 7000 fires in Canada burn 3 million ha annually
• substantial variation between and with years in any region
• a small proportion of fires become large
• fire size follows a power-law like distribution (right–censored)
• extreme value distributions can be used to estimate return periods
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• Incident Command System Complexity Types provide a framework
Type

Size*

Duration (d)*

Resources*

5

<4

1-2

3

4

4-150

7

20

3

150-600

10

45

2

600-2000

18

60

1

2000+

24+

110+

* Nominal values for illustration

• during 1987 – 2007 ~ 550 wildfires triggered evacuations of
209,000 people in Canada
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• evacuations affected cities and remote communities in all P/T
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• evacuation size is power-law like; 200+ incidents affected > 100 people
• insured losses in Canada approx $1 billion (BC 2003, AB 2011)
• Disaster Financial Assistance payments $150 million 1995-2003
• Canadian Wildland Fire Strategy 2005
• BC Wildfire Strategy 2010; ~ 240 community wildfire protection plans in BC

*Average annual losses. 2010s prorated based on 2010 to 2012 .
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•

statistical methods and simulation models have been used to
estimate spatial variation in the hazard of burning
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• the likelihood of fire reaching a community is a rare event
that is not well quantified
• possibly a geometric “hitting probability” ?
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•
•
•
•

structure ignition is mainly due to ember transport
in Australia, most house losses within 200 m of vegetation
embers can be transported at least 2 km
exacerbated by house to house ignition in urban areas

Can we be ready enough?
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Response
• wildfire response is largely a provincial /territorial responsibility
• emphasis on rapid detection and response
• peaks in demand
• finite P/T and national resources
• Mutual Aid and Resource Sharing Agreement

National Response Plan?

Pumps and personnel

• Canadian Incident Command System
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• military aid to a civil power / international

Can we be ready enough?
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Preparedness
• long history of fire danger research
• implemented in fire management systems
- medium term ensemble wx forecasts
- national resource demand system

How do we prevent it?
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1. Minimize no. of large fires (preparedness, detection, initial attack)
2. Reduce potential fire intensity at the interface – fuel management
3. Increase the resilience of communities and structures

Many stakeholders with different interests, responsibilities and capacity
- provincial/territorial, local and federal governments
- public
- insurers
- FireSmart Canada: collaborative plans shared responsibility

Is it worth it?
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• classic fire economics focuses on minimizing response cost + loss
• simulation models of level of protection
• investment analysis can be applied to cost-benefit of mitigation

Cu = unmitigated costs + losses
Cm = expected costs + losses with mitigation
Ci = initial treatment cost
Cpm = periodic maintenance cost
tm = interval between maintenance treatments
p = annual probability of a fire event
i = discount rate

Challenges
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Risk assessment
• assess wildland urban interface risk - with varying levels of management
- with changing climate
• methods to assess mitigation effectiveness
Risk perception
•
•
•
•

public perception of fire risk (dread, familiarity) < than fire managers
social acceptability of fuels management treatments on public lands
need to connect fuels management to what people value
how to sustain public and political interest after the last disaster?

Risk sharing / mitigation
• institutional mechanisms to share risk and responsibility
• need to engage communities and stakeholders in risk reduction
• include fire risk in standards, bylaws and land using planning
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